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US: stronger growth, higher rates, more uncertainty
● We have revised our forecasts (see Forecasts at a glance, 25 November 2016 for
prior forecasts) and project significantly stronger economic growth, faster Fed
rate increases and higher bond yields, based on our assessment that Congress
will enact a modified version of the fiscal and tax reforms that President-elect
Trump will propose.
● Real GDP is projected to grow by 2.4% in 2017 and 2.9% in 2018, up from 2.2% and
2.0%, respectively. Inflation measured by the core personal consumption
expenditure (PCE) deflator is projected to rise by 1.9% in 2017, similar to our earlier
forecast of 1.8%, but then increase to 2.2% by Q4 2018, above the Fed’s longer-run
2% target.
● Business investment and government purchases (infrastructure and defense
spending) are expected to be the largest contributors to the stronger growth with a
moderate pick-up in consumption. The trade deficit is expected to widen and
subtract domestic production.
● The Fed is now projected to raise rates three times in 2017 following its anticipated
25bp rise in December 2016, lifting its funds rate to 1.5% by year-end 2017. We
anticipate two more rate increases in 2018.
● Bond yields have already risen significantly in response to expected stronger
growth and we project they will rise further, with 10-year Treasury bond yields at
2.8% and 3.3% at year-end 2017 and 2018, respectively.
● This revised forecast is based on key assumptions about what the Trump
administration will propose and what Congress will enact, the timing of the
implementation of the new spending and tax initiatives, and how households and
businesses will respond to the reforms. Risks abound, particularly in trade policies.
As such, these forecasts involve many uncertainties.
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Our revised economic projections reflect the very high probability that Congress will enact
key portions of the Trump administration’s fiscal reform proposals. We expect Congress to
push back on some of Trump’s proposed legislation in order to constrain budget deficit
increases, resulting in fiscal policies that are more moderate than those put forward during
the presidential campaign. Businesses and households are projected to respond positively.
Inflation is projected to rise above the Fed’s 2% longer-run target, even though it will be
constrained by a strong US dollar. The Fed is expected to quicken its pace of interest rate
normalization in response to the stronger growth stemming from the fiscal reforms.
Fiscal and economic reforms are expected to include the following.
● Corporate tax reform, featuring lower marginal rates and a broader base against which
taxes are assessed, as well as some tax code simplification. Most prominently,
businesses will be allowed to expense investment in equipment and software, but
deduction of net interest costs will be reduced. The Trump transition team is
considering assessing taxes on imports and not exports, but this issue has not been
resolved.
● There will be modest tax rate reductions on individual incomes accompanied by
reduced value of deductions for higher income tax filers. Deficit considerations likely
will limit the magnitude of the individual income tax cuts.
● A sizeable infrastructure initiative will be enacted that will provide increases in
spending over numerous years. There will be modest spending increases for defense
and national security.
● Easing of selected regulations that have exerted excessive burdens on businesses and
labor market mobility. New legislation will require Congress to conduct cost-benefit
analyses of new regulations that are deemed to be costly to the economy.
These policies are projected to lift economic growth through a combination of: 1) increased
deficit spending on infrastructure and defense; 2) economic responses by businesses and
households to fiscal and regulatory reforms; and 3) increased economic efficiencies
resulting from the easing of burdensome regulations. Standard neo-Keynesian models that
measure fiscal stimulus in terms of changes in cyclically adjusted budget deficits will
significantly underestimate the economic impacts of the tax and economic reforms.
The risks to our forecast cut both ways: on the downside, the potentially negative effects of
trade policies and related uncertainties could depress trade flows and business confidence,
and raise prices of consumer products; on the other hand, if the fiscally conservative
Congress does not push back on tax cuts and spending proposals, and enacts excessive
stimulus, then economic growth will accelerate materially. This could overheat the
economy, which would elicit more aggressive Fed rate increases that would generate a
subsequent reversal.

The backdrop for Trump’s proposed fiscal reform
In the years leading up to the election, economic growth was disappointingly slow, with
consumption and housing advancing firmly but business investment and exports weak.
Sustained low productivity gains and disappointing investment had depressed estimates of
potential growth to between 1.8% (Fed) and 2.0% (Congressional Budget Office (CBO)) from
2.6% in 2007. The unemployment rate had fallen below 5%, reflecting a combination of
healthy employment growth and lower labor force participation, but wage gains have just
started to pick up. The Fed’s monetary policy has been widely acknowledged as an
ineffective economic stimulant, and both sides of the political aisle have been calling for a
shift in fiscal policy.
In this context, presidential candidate Clinton proposed higher government spending and
taxes and more government reforms, while presidential candidate Trump proposed lower
taxes, more spending for infrastructure and defense, less spending on other items, and
fewer regulations. Both candidates were stridently against trade agreements and
highlighted the negatives of international trade.
More specifically, the Trump campaign election platform involved large individual tax cuts;
corporate tax reform with lower rates and a broader base but with insufficient detail on
how the base would be broadened; large spending increases on infrastructure, defense and
national security and medical care for Veterans, alongside savings in other parts of the
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budget that were largely unspecified; and dramatically higher trade barriers on China,
Mexico and other large US trading partners.
Trump’s economic platform had two broad objectives: to stimulate the domestic economy,
particularly business investment that has languished despite the extraordinarily low bond
yields and costs of capital; and to reduce the US trade imbalances and restore jobs that
were presumed to have been lost as a consequence of international trade.
This economic platform had two clear weaknesses: fiscal proposals were missing critical
detail and seemed to add up to significantly larger budget deficits; proposed large barriers
to trade could damage US trade with some of its major trading partners.

From campaign platform and promises to legislation
Like many newly elected presidents, Trump will lead with tax reform legislation. This
is typical of new presidents during their “honeymoon” periods. Historically, tax
reform is proposed early into new administrations and readily enacted – with
modifications – by Congress. Recently, this has been true of Presidents Reagan (1981),
Clinton (1993), Bush (2001) and Obama (2009). On spending initiatives, both Republicans
and Democrats favor more infrastructure spending, so Congress likely will be eager to
work with the Trump administration on this initiative. The biggest controversy will
center on the magnitude of budget deficit increases and how higher spending will be
financed. On trade policy, mainstream Republicans tend to favor international trade (and
trade agreements) and support low barriers to trade, in contrast to the higher barriers
proposed by Trump. This difference must first be ironed out within the Trump transition
team – some of Trump’s leading economic advisors favor free trade along with progrowth domestic reforms, while several advocate higher barriers to trade – and then in
negotiations with Congress. To date, the Republican-controlled Congress has not
developed a policy position on international trade.
Although key Republican leaders – most notably Speaker of the House Paul Ryan –
opposed Trump’s ascendancy to the presidency, they are now working closely with key
members of the Trump transition team toward formulating policies, particularly on tax
reform. Under Congressman Ryan’s direction, in the last year Republican leaders in
Congress have developed position papers on six key issues (the economy, tax reform,
poverty, health care, national security and the Constitution), and Trump’s economic
advisors are now using the position paper on tax policy developed by the Congressional
Republican leadership as a basis for its own proposal (A better way: our vision for a
confident America, tax, June 24, 2016, better.gov).
While Republican leaders favor pro-growth tax reforms, they all share another
characteristic: they are fiscal conservatives and are very concerned about projections of
dramatic increases in deficits and debt. While so much attention is now being paid to who
Trump appoints to his transition team, an equally important issue for the fiscal and
economic policies that are actually enacted is how Congress will respond to Trump’s
economic proposals; that is, will Congress tilt toward big tax cuts and spending increases
or toward a more toned-down fiscal package that emphasizes reform while constraining
the magnitude of deficit increases? Under current law, the Federal budget deficit and
publicly held Federal debt are expected to increase in coming years (see Charts 1 and 2).
We expect Congress to push back on proposals that would result in too large of an
increase in deficits. Amid myriad uncertainties about the policy deliberations currently
unfolding, our revised projections of economic performance, inflation and Fed policy and
bond yields reflect our assessment of legislation that is most likely to be enacted, private
sector responses and feedback effects.
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Chart 1: CBO’s baseline estimate of Federal Budget Deficit as % of
of GDP

Chart 2: CBO’s baseline estimate of Federal debt held by the
public as % of GDP
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Corporate tax reform
The US’s current corporate marginal tax rate is 35% – the highest of all advanced
economies. Trump wants to reduce it to 15%, but our assessment is that at most it will be
lowered to the 20% proposed in A better way, or to 25%, which would still represent a
sizeable reduction.
● It is likely to include a sharp cutback in the deductibility of business net interest
expense aimed at evening out the tax treatment of debt and equity financing.
● Businesses would be allowed to expense investment in equipment and software (that is,
deduct the full cost of such investments).
● There would be a one-time tax of 10% on repatriated cash held overseas by US businesses;
note that some of the largest cash-rich businesses have sizeable production and sales
overseas, so not all of their cash held overseas will be subject to this one-time tax.
● There will be other changes to deductions, deferrals, exemptions and credits aimed at
closing tax loopholes and broadening the corporate income tax base.
● The Trump transition team is considering assessing a tax on imports with no tax on
exports. Its intent is to discourage imports and encourage exports, but this approach
and its possible enactment remain uncertain.
● These tax reform provisions would apply to subchapter S corporations.
The current tax system is truly flawed. The marginal tax rate is very high, but the effective
rate – the portion of income corporations actually pay in taxes – is relatively low, reflecting
a tax base that has been eroded by a complex web of deductions and deferrals. The tax
system contributes to economic inefficiencies and distorted behavior. Along with an
equally complex web of burdensome regulations, the corporate tax system is considered
one of the key factors that constrain business investment and expansion plans. It is
noteworthy that the Fed’s successful efforts to lower bond yields and costs of capital have
not stimulated business fixed investment. Instead, businesses have taken advantage of the
strikingly low after-tax costs of borrowing by issuing bonds and buying back shares
(Resetting Fed policy, October 7, 2016).
Key provisions in Trump’s tax reform are designed to boost investment spending and
encourage expansion and hiring. Business responses to this reform are projected to be
moderately positive. The critical issue in our forecast is the extent to which reform will lift
business confidence and lead companies toward more expansive investment plans.
4
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We understand that corporate tax law is very complex but nevertheless anticipate an
ambitious Trump administration and Congress will enact corporate tax reform in
summer 2017. Its date of implementation is uncertain—major policy changes will not be
made retroactive; they could be made effective immediately or at the beginning of fiscal
year 2018 (October 1, 2017). The timing of implementation may generate a wide swing in
the quarter-to-quarter growth rates. We project business fixed investment growth to
nearly double in 2018 to 6.3% from our earlier forecast and its recent rate of growth of
3.1% (see Chart 4). While this boost may seem large, it is small compared to responses to
prior tax reforms, such as President Reagan’s tax cuts of 1981. The boost to business
investment in 2017 depends on the timing of enactment and implementation of reform.
In general, businesses are expected to benefit from the lower marginal rates and the
expensing of new investment in equipment and software. More highly leveraged
businesses would face higher taxes stemming from the reduced value of deductibility of
interest expenses. The repatriation of cash from overseas would generate a one-time
increase in federal tax receipts and lead businesses to change their capital structures,
depending on their circumstances. It may also support a stronger US dollar and cause
temporary turmoil in overseas short-term funding markets. If taxes are assessed on
imports but not exports, as is currently being considered, companies that rely more heavily
on imports may face higher after-tax operating expenses, while those that rely more on
exports will benefit. It is noteworthy that even though the general trend in the Trump
administration will be toward fewer regulatory burdens, a complex web of regulations and
government mandated expenses on the Federal, state and local levels will continue to be a
burden on businesses and weigh on their expansion decisions.
Chart 3: Real GDP, actual and forecasts

Chart 4: Real business fixed investment, actual and forecasts
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Infrastructure and defense/national security spending initiatives
In recent years, spending on infrastructure and defense has fallen as a share of GDP. While
the need for significant increases in spending to upgrade the nation’s infrastructure is
widely acknowledged, the debate about the defense budget centers on reallocating
resources to modernize national security as much as it does on how much to increase
spending.
The biggest issues for infrastructure spending will be budget deficit constraints, how the
increased spending will be financed and how projects will be chosen and administered.
During the presidential campaign, Trump argued that there would be significant savings
through spending cuts in other government programs. However, he also called for
increases in defense spending and no cuts in Social Security to current beneficiaries.
Excluding spending on entitlement programs (largely Social Security, Medicare and
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Medicaid), defense and net interest costs, the rest of the budget outlays (so-called nondefense discretionary spending) provide an insufficient basis for large cuts. New user fees
may be introduced and there may be heavier reliance on state and local government
financing as well as public-private partnerships.
Several of Trump’s economic advisors have proposed public-private partnerships that
would finance infrastructure spending through large tax credits to corporations that invest
in infrastructure projects. However, it is noteworthy that these credits reduce the
government’s tax receipts, which indirectly contributes to deficit spending. The newly
created jobs will boost personal income and tax receipts, providing a partial offset.
Moreover, while some infrastructure projects will be attractive investments for select
corporations, many of these projects are public goods that the government (Federal, state
or local) should properly provide and will not be attractive investments to private
corporations. These thorny financing obstacles have not yet been resolved.
Nevertheless, our forecast anticipates that popular support will lead to enactment of a large
increase in infrastructure spending. The headline increase in spending as measured in the
CBO’s 10-year budget projections will be strikingly large – likely around $1trn. But that
spending increase will be spread over numerous years, with a portion allocated to longerterm projects that will add to government purchases and GDP throughout the projection
period. This will contrast sharply with President Obama’s infrastructure spending program
of 2009, the aim of which was to spend the money as quickly as possible (on “shovel-ready
projects”) in order to stimulate the economy out of recession.
We estimate that infrastructure increases will add a modest amount to GDP growth in 2017
and roughly 0.4-0.5% per year to GDP beginning in 2018. This is similar to the increase in
GDP provided by President Reagan’s defense rebuilding in the early 1980s. This will add to
relatively high wage private sector jobs that will boost disposable income (the government
contracts and subcontracts for infrastructure projects must abide by the Davis-Bacon and
Related Acts that stipulates minimums on wages equal to union wages and generous
overtime, and will largely involve unionized workers). As we have described in our prior
reports, while much of the infrastructure spending will be on upgrading roads, bridges and
other public facilities, there will be ample spending on the electrical grid, air traffic control
systems, oil and gas pipelines, ports, cyber security and bio-terrorism/disease control – all of
which are critical components of infrastructure in modern society (US infrastructure
spending – a roadmap for Thinking Broadly, October 24, 2016).
Chart 5: Real government consumption and investment, actual
and forecasts

Chart 6: Real private consumption, actual and forecasts
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Even if the increase in infrastructure (and defense) spending is fully offset by spending cuts
in other government programs or tax increases, it directly adds to GDP and stimulates
economic growth (see Chart 5).

Individual income taxes
While Trump proposed large cuts in individual income taxes on the campaign trail,
Congress’s concerns about budget deficits will likely lead it to limit in magnitude. The
likely result will be modest cuts in marginal income tax rates, largely for middle and lower
income households, and reduced value of deductions. As a result of this budgetconstrained assessment of income tax policy changes, we forecast modest increases in
consumption growth (see Chart 6).
A risk to our forecast is that the Trump administration proposes large cuts in individual
income taxes and Congress enacts them without imposing budget constraints. This could
lead to a temporarily faster-than-projected consumption and economic growth. Based on
the starting point of an aging economic expansion and sub-5% unemployment rate, this
scenario would run the high risk of overheating the economy with the undesired effect of
rising inflation. This would force the Fed into faster rate increases, which would run the
risk of a subsequent reversal of the economic strength.

Regulatory policies
We anticipate that the Trump administration and Congress will ease some of the most
burdensome regulations in both the financial and non-financial sectors and try to reverse
the tide of new regulations costly to the economy.
We expect new legislation will be enacted that requires Congress to conduct cost-benefit
analyses of all newly proposed regulations that are deemed to be costly to the economy,
and to incorporate these analyses into budget projections. Whether these analyses are
conducted within a new unit of the CBO or under another congressional agency is
uncertain at this time.
The most burdensome regulations in labor markets, business, the environment and energy
are expected to receive close scrutiny. However, while the general thrust of the Trump
administration will be to ease the most onerous and unproductive regulations, the web is
very complex and it is uncertain how many regulations can be unwound. Nevertheless, the
general thrust away from the recent mounting reliance on regulatory burdens that were
perceived to be anti-business may lift business confidence and reduce uncertainties, which
may stimulate expansion plans, including more investment and hiring.
Current initiatives pending in Congress to reform commercial banking and the Fed have a
higher probability of being enacted now that they are supported by the Trump
administration. Pending legislation authored by Jeb Hensarling, Chairman of the House
Financial Services Committee (The Financial Choice Act) would greatly diminish the
regulatory burdens of the Dodd-Frank Act for banks that increase their capital to at least
10% of total assets (the legislation would eliminate Basel risk weightings so that capital
adequacy would be measured against all assets rather than a measure of risk-weighted
assets). This would effectively impose leverage caps on banks. Medium-sized and smaller
banks would likely benefit the most from such legislation. Banks facing lower regulatory
burdens would more readily increase their lending. The increase in credit availability may
stimulate business expansion and economic growth.

Trade policy
Trade policy is a major wildcard in the economic outlook, and it poses downside risks.
The Trump transition team is in the process of sorting out its trade policies. One camp of
economic advisors favors significantly higher barriers to trade, particularly for some of the
US’s largest trading partners with which it has large bi-lateral trade deficits, including
Mexico and China. If pursued, this would be unfortunate. It potentially would dampen
economic performance and would not protect those US workers as intended. Other
economic advisors to Trump, most notably pro-growth supply-siders, favor open borders
and fewer trade barriers.
In part, this issue may be resolved through corporate tax policy: congressional Republicans
have proposed taxing goods and services imported into the US and not taxing exports,
7
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thereby discouraging imports and encouraging exports and production in the US. Whether
this is proposed by the Trump administration and enacted by Congress is highly uncertain.
Some have argued that this may not be permissible under international law. Moreover, it
would have many ramifications for operating costs and the business decisions of US
corporations, and any proposal would need to be vetted in more detail.
Besides, proposals that must be enacted by Congress, such as tariffs and quotas (these are
under the mandate of the House Ways and Means and Senate Finance Committees), the
Trump administration may erect obstacles to international trade of specific goods and
services through various regulatory avenues. While such initiatives may ease the direct
burdens of trade on specific US companies and workers, they may inhibit growth on net
and tarnish trade relations with key partners.
Identifying China as a currency manipulator would have little direct impact and would be
largely symbolic in nature, signaling that the Trump administration will aggressively
address trade practices that it perceives to be “unfair”. It is noteworthy that China currently
does not fully fit the US Treasury’s definition of a currency manipulator. China’s leaders
may consider such a move by the Trump administration as a serious insult. This could
usher in tense diplomatic and trade relations, with various types of retaliation and
unknown consequences.
Stronger economic domestic demand, particularly if driven by a pick-up in capital
spending, is projected to widen the US trade deficit and reduce the growth of domestic
production (GDP) relative to domestic demand.
We are concerned that the Trump administration may pursue misguided initiatives that
inhibit international trade in ways that harm economic performance. However, lacking
sufficient detail, it is uncertain how policy-induced changes in trade flows may affect the
US’s net export deficit.

Fed policy and financial market responses
The Fed is projected to quicken its pace of raising interest rates in response to stronger
economic growth stemming from fiscal reform and bond yields are expected to rise
further. Following its widely anticipated rate increase in December, the Fed is now
projected to raise rates three times in 2017, lifting the 2017 year-end target to 1.25-1.5%.
We project two additional rate increases for 2018, raising the policy rate to 2.0%. Recently,
10-year US Treasury bond yields have increased from 1.7% to 2.3%, largely in response to
anticipated stronger growth and higher inflation. Our year-end projections have been
increased to 2.8% for 2017 and 3.3% for 2018, reflecting anticipated stronger economic
growth, quicker Fed rate hikes and heightened sensitivity to signs of rising inflation.
Markets will also be worried about the pending transition at the Fed at the end of Janet
Yellen’s term as chair in February 2018.
Presently, monetary policy remains excessively easy even though the Fed has largely
achieved its employment and inflation mandates. Besides its bloated balance sheet, the real
Fed funds rate is roughly -1.25%, far below its 1% estimate of the longer-run real natural
rate of interest (so-called r* is the rate consistent with the economy growing along its
potential path with stable 2% inflation). The median estimate of the appropriate longer-run
Fed funds rate by Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) members is 3%, while the Fed’s
inflation target is 2%. The Fed acknowledges the need to raise rates and that monetary
policy has lost its stimulative punch. Fed members are becoming increasingly worried that
its easy policies are generating mounting economic and financial distortions that raise
risks to stability. Despite this, the Fed has continued to recommend very gradual rate
increases, concerned primarily that rate increases may jar financial markets.
Fiscal reform and strong growth are game-changers that will change the Fed’s conduct
of monetary policy: Vice Chairman Stanley Fischer has already discussed Fed estimates of
how fiscal stimulus (measured as changes in either taxes or government spending as a
percent of GDP) would raise real interest rates. Stronger economic growth and enactment
of fiscal reform would lead the Fed to move forward its rate increases. Moreover, amid
stronger growth, the Fed will be much more sensitive to signs of rising inflation. Rising
wages would fit into that category. Sustained stronger growth of the economy and business
investment would lead the Fed to consider raising its estimate of the appropriate longerrun Fed funds rate.
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Bond yields remain low compared to historical averages in market and inflation-adjusted
terms, even with their recent increases. If inflation stays relatively low and rises only
modestly, as we expect (it will be constrained in part by the stronger US dollar), bond yields
will increase but by less than the Fed funds rate and the yield curve will flatten.
The US dollar is expected to remain strong, supported by a number of factors related to
enactment of pro-growth fiscal and regulatory reforms, including stronger economic
growth and faster Fed rate increases.
Our assessment is the stock market rally in response to Trump’s victory and Republicans
maintaining control of Congress is a valid forecast of stronger growth. However, in the
past year the trajectory of profits has been slightly down and price/earnings multiples have
increased. If, as we expect, the Fed quickens its pace of rate increases and bond yields rise
further, the stock market must rely on support from rising profits. Our projected pick-ups
in economic growth and capital spending are expected to breathe new life into actual and
expected profits. However, this assessment involves many of the same risks in the
economic forecast. If policies go off-track (for example, trade policy) and the economy
stalls, then markets will correct down.

Observations on economic responses and feedback effects
Following years of disappointingly slow economic growth, diminished estimates of
potential future growth and excessive reliance on the Fed’s monetary policy to address
growth-inhibiting factors that are beyond its scope, Trump’s leading economic advisors are
attempting to boost growth and lift potential. Their blueprint is the economic reforms of
the Reagan presidency that generated strikingly strong economic performance with rapid
GDP growth and job creation.
The expected enactment of pro-growth fiscal and economic reforms leads us to raise our
economic forecast, but we caution against expecting the same magnitude of economic
responses as occurred during the Reagan era. It was truly a different era: in 1981, when
President Reagan entered office, the economy was in the middle of two back-to-back
recessions, the unemployment rate was 7.5% and rising (it would rise to over 10% in fall
1982), CPI inflation was 11.8%, the federal funds rate was 19% and 10-year Treasury bonds
yields were 12.5%. Congress enacted the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 in August. The
economy grew modestly in 1981, went back into recession in 1982 and then began to surge,
driven by business investment. P/Es hit a low, below 10%, in mid-1982. In dramatic
fashion, by the end of 1983, inflation had fallen to 3.8%, the Fed funds rate to 9.7%, and the
long-sustained appreciation in stocks and bonds had just begun.
The present situation is far different: the economy has been expanding for 7.5 years, the
unemployment rate is sub-5%, and the Fed has kept its policy rate below inflation and
has flooded financial markets with liquidity. The government’s debt is dramatically
higher than during the Reagan era and a critical difference is that the current structure and
magnitude of entitlement spending programs (particularly Social Security, Medicare and
Medicaid) preclude the government’s ability to grow its way to reasonably low debt levels.
Despite this qualification, policy reforms – if properly enacted – are a welcome relief to
the recent business-as-usual policies that were eroding confidence and contributing to
downward revisions of potential growth.
Regarding economic feedback effects, even if the Fed raises rates faster along the path we
project, monetary policy would remain accommodative, with a negative real Fed funds rate
through the projection period and excess liquidity in the financial system. History shows
that, during economic expansions, growth is little affected when the Fed increases rates
following periods of monetary ease.
A stronger US dollar would dampen US export growth compared to what it would be
otherwise but, as noted above, by far the bigger risks to the US economic outlook are policy
mistakes on international trade. It is noteworthy that export growth remained strong in the
1980s as the US dollar appreciated dramatically and remained firm during the second half
of the 1990s in the face of a stronger currency.

The important role of the CBO’s budget scorekeeping
The CBO likely will be in the center of controversy about the budgetary impacts and merits
of key policy proposals, particularly since Republican leaders in Congress have to balance
9
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between their wish for tax reform and low deficits. The CBO is Congress’s official budget
scorekeeper, and fiscal deliberations between the administration and congressional leaders
tend to focus on the CBO’s estimates.
The CBO’s 10-year budget projections of the impacts of proposed legislation typically use
“static scorekeeping” that reflects microeconomic responses to policy changes rather
than “dynamic scorekeeping” in which its estimates macroeconomic responses to the
policy changes.
Critically important to the looming fiscal policy deliberations – even if the CBO uses
dynamic scorekeeping to estimate the budgetary effects of policy changes – is that
Trump’s supply-side economic advisors argue for much larger business and household
responses to tax and economic reforms than are implicit in the CBO’s economic models.
The differences between budget estimates methodologies are likely to be very large.
These differences are bound to stir controversy about the merits and budgetary effects of
the proposals. This will generate bumps along the road to enactment. Our forecasts are
based on the expectation that Congress will enact most of the Trump administration’s
proposals for corporate tax reform and infrastructure spending, but will limit the
magnitude of individual tax cuts because of concerns about budget deficits.
Please see updated US economic outlook table below.
Table 1: US economic outlook table

GDP

Private Consumption
Residential Investment
Non-Residential Investment
Government Spending
Final Dom Demand

1

1

Net Exports

1, 5

Stockbuilding
Nominal GDP
Current Account Balance
Industrial Production
Unemployment Rate
CPI

2

2

Federal Govt. Balance
General Govt. Debt
Fed Funds Rate
1

2

2

Core PCE

2015
2.6

2016
1.6

2017
2.4

3.2

2.6

2.6

11.7

4.6

2.2

2.1

-0.5

3.6

1.8

0.8

0.9

% y/y
% q/q

3.1

2.0

2.4

3.2

% y/y
% q/q

-0.7

0.0

-0.1

% y/y
% y/y
USD bn
% of GDP

0.2
3.7
-463
-2.6

-0.4
2.9
-435
-2.3
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Contribution to GDP growth Period averages Federal budget balance End of period
Annual data refers to yoy change and quarterly data refers to qoq change
Differs from Maastricht definition used for European countries. Under Maastricht, the balance would be -4.4% in 2015 and -4.6% in 2016 (EU Commission)
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis and Berenberg Capital Markets
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Disclaimer
This document was compiled by the above mentioned authors of the economics
department of Berenberg Capital Markets LLC (hereinafter also referred to as “BCM”). BCM
has made any effort to carefully research and process all information. The information has
been obtained from sources which we believe to be reliable such as, for example, Thomson
Reuters, Bloomberg and the relevant specialized press. However, we do not assume liability
for the correctness and completeness of all information given. The provided information
has not been checked by a third party, especially an independent auditing firm. We
explicitly point to the stated date of preparation. The information given can become
incorrect due to passage of time and/or as a result of legal, political, economic or other
changes. We do not assume responsibility to indicate such changes and/or to publish an
updated document. The forecasts contained in this document or other statements on rates
of return, capital gains or other accession are the personal opinion of the author and we
do not assume liability for the realization of these.
This document is only for information purposes. It does not constitute a financial analysis,
investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. It does not replace the
recipient’s procurement of independent legal, tax or financial advice.
This document has been classified as fair and balanced for the purposes of FINRA rules.
Please contact Berenberg Capital Markets LLC (+1 617.292.8200), if you require additional
information.
Remarks regarding foreign investors
The preparation of this document is subject to regulation by US law. The distribution of
this document in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons, into whose
possession this document comes, should inform themselves about, and observe, any such
restrictions.
United Kingdom
This document is meant exclusively for institutional investors and market professionals,
but not for private customers. It is not for distribution to or the use of private investors or
private customers.
Copyright
BCM is a wholly owned subsidiary of Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG (“Berenberg Bank”).
BCM reserves all the rights in this document. No part of the document or its content may be
rewritten, copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form by any means or redistributed
without the BCM’s prior written consent. Berenberg Bank may distribute this commentary
on a third party basis to its customers.
© July 2015 Berenberg Capital Markets, LLC, Member FINRA and SPIC.
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